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“A sound of a kiss is not as loud as that of a cannon, but its echo lasts a great
deal longer”

Oliver Wendell Holmes
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NOMENCLATURE
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Percentage of Articulation Loss of Consonants

α

Sound absorption coefficient
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Rapid Speech Transmission Index
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ABSTRACT

An acoustic study on the Berliner church Kirche in Hohenzollern Platz is presented. This evangelical
church, located in the occidental centre of the German capital city, not only celebrates mass like every
church does, but also welcomes great symphonic concerts, which makes it a room with high acoustic
requirements.
However, after having proved it with experimental measures in situ, it has been stated that these
requirements are not satisfactorily fulfilled. A too reverberant behavior characterizes this church, which
implies a certain acoustic discomfort for the people attending the mass. The main factors that cause the
reverberation tails, late sound reflections, interfere with the direct sound coming from the sound
source, which noticeably impoverishes speech intelligibility, giving rise to the before mentioned
discomfort for the hearers. On the other side, musical and speech clarity are also below the acceptable
standard values.
The main goal of this thesis is to go in a deep acoustic study, starting from the acoustical measures in
Hohenzollern Kirche by means of the software MLSSA; going through the design of a theoretical model
using the acoustic simulator software, EASE, and revising all the acoustic parameters that give us
valuable information on the current state of the room; and finalizing with a proposal of a feasible
improvement suitable for the church’s needs.

Un estudio acústico en la iglesia berlinesa Hohenzollern Kirche se presenta. Esta iglesia evangélica,
situada en el centro occidental de la capital alemana, no sólo celebra misas como cualquier otra iglesia,
sino que también acoge grandes conciertos sinfónicos, lo que hace de ella, una sala con elevados
requisitos acústicos.
No obstante, después de haberlo comprobado con medidas experimentales in situ, se ha constatado que
estos requisitos no son satisfactoriamente cumplidos. Un comportamiento excesivamente reverberante
caracteriza esta iglesia, lo que implica una cierta incomodidad acústica para la gente que acude a la
iglesia. Los factores principales que causan las colas reverberantes, las reflexiones tardías de sonido,
interfieren con el sonido directo que proviene de la fuente sonora, lo cual empobrece notablemente la
inteligibilidad del habla, dando pie a la antes mencionada incomodidad para los oyentes. Por otra parte,
la claridad del habla y musical se encuentra por debajo de los valores aceptables estándar.
El objetivo principal de este proyecto es profundizar en el estudio acústico, empezando por las medidas
acústicas en Hohenzollern Kirche por medio del software MLSSA; siguiendo por el diseño del modelo
teórico utilizando el software de simulador acústico, EASE, y revisando todos los parámetros acústicos
que dan información valiosa sobre el actual estado de la sala; y finalizando con una propuesta de una
mejora factible apropiada para las necesidades de la iglesia.
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INTRODUCTION
In many churches, one feels a sense of community during praying and singing together, while in other
churches one feels isolated and not part of a congregation during worship. The acoustics of the space
can and do have a significant impact on the program of the church.
People going to church search peace and silence for praying; intelligibility and loudness for listening to
the priest; and clarity and “live” sounds for listening to the music. The three targets have different
acoustic requirements that are not obvious to bring successfully together, for the fulfillment of one
need normally involves the worsening in other needs.
In general, it can be said that most of the churches are characterized for strong echoes that make it
difficult for the priest to be understood. This is mainly due to the hard materials, with which churches
are built, and to the big volumes of space that favor the appearance of unwished echoes. It is without a
doubt that it can be improved with technical acoustic solutions, and in fact, new churches are already
built taking much more into account the acoustical needs than in the past.
The Berliner church in Hohenzollernplatz, which will
be from now on called in simplification Hohenzollern
Kirche (Figure 1), built in 1.933, has two main targets
to fulfill for its parishioners. In first place, a better
speech understandability must be attained at the
maximum places as possible; according to the current
measures, if the priest talks too loud, echoes make it
very difficult for the priest to be understood, and if
he talks too low, people seating on the last rows of

Figure 1. Kirche in Hohenzollernplatz

pews are not able to hear him. Secondly, as this church welcomes great symphonic concerts, a clearer
and cleaner sound should be provided, so as to take as much advantage of the room, acoustically
speaking.
The general data of the church under study is the following:
Hohenzollern Kirche, Berlin
Built: 1933
Architect: Fritz Höger
3

Volume: 10.054 m

Approx. dimensions (LxWxH): 38 x 18 x 21 m
Audience places: max. 280 people
Figure 2. Entrance of Hohenzollern Kirche
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The reverberation time middle value is of about 2.4 sec. At this very starting point of the thesis, a
comparison with other well-known buildings with which our church can be compared, according to its
data sheet, will be helpful to understand at a first sight what this number is meaning.

3

For instance, the Musicvereinsaal (Wien), which has a volume of 12.500 m , has a reverberation time
3

(RT) mean value of 1.8 to 2 secs. Also, the Konzerthaus (Berlin), with a volume of 15.000 m , has a RT of
3

2 sec. And to end with, Royal Festival Hall (London) can also be commented, measuring 22.000 m , has
from 1.5 to 1.8 sec. RT [1]. These buildings, are mainly focused on the musical purpose, and have those
lower RT values. It can give us a first idea that our middle value is probably too high.
This thesis is developed along in five main parts.
To begin with, an introduction on church acoustics will give the reader an overall idea about the
generalities of this specialty, starting with some history about the acoustic needs in worship spaces, the
requirements that church acoustics usually bring with and ending with the goals that are reached, taking
into account all the before mentioned.
Second, some general acoustic principles are given. That is, the common knowledge that should be born
in mind in any acoustic study and every parameter with which it will be worked in further sections.
Next, everything that has to do with the measurement that takes place in situ, namely the software used
with that purpose, MLSSA, and every result fruits of these measures. A first quick evaluation is provided,
as an interpretation of the results.
This following part is about the theoretical model that is designed for the acoustic simulations. On one
hand, all the needed information about EASE, the acoustic simulator software is presented; on the
other, the geometrical description of the simulated model and the results that it produces. A deeper
interpretation of both the measured and simulated results is given.
To end with, a chapter focused on the solutions proposed for the improvement of the church acoustics
follows.
Finally, in Chapter 6 the most important information is resumed, concluded and put together, so that
the reader can have an outline in case not to read the whole thesis.
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1. INTRODUCTION TO CHURCH ACOUSTICS
1.1 Historical Review of Church Acoustics
In the middle ages through the Renaissance, large Roman Catholic cathedrals had highly reverberant
acoustic environments for liturgical music and chants. However, the early synagogues, which
emphasized sermons and scriptural readings, required less reverberant spaces than the medieval
cathedrals.
The Protestant Reformation began in the beginning of 1517. It was a movement which broke up the
institutional unity of the church in Western Europe and established the third great branch of
Christianity. Since the Reformation time period, high speech intelligibility has become more common
and important requirement for the church service than in the medieval cathedral.[2]

In the early 1940s, some churches were built in isolated places, and it was not necessary to worry about
acoustic problems such as noises from outside activities, mechanical installations or even interior
human activities. After World War II, many countries such as Korea and Japan, which experienced
terrible war, needed to rebuild worship spaces and started to use sound reinforcement systems. At first,
this application seemed to be financially successful because inexpensive sound reinforcement systems
were used. However, people started to realize that they did not have adequate acoustical equipment.[3]

As increased the number of service participants, much bigger organ facility and bigger room size were
required. Therefore, the architectural aspects of church design also started to change. At the same time,
many types of mechanical equipment and new musical instruments, such as electronic organs and
synthesizers, were installed while traditional instruments like the pipe organ and piano were still in use.
These made it possible to start to invest in acoustical quality of churches and the established need for
acoustic experts to assist in achieving not only proper architectural designs for natural acoustics but also
the proper installation of sound reinforcement systems. [4]

Modern worship spaces involve many different types of functions based on their liturgical style. The
highly reverent acoustics of a cathedral are well suited to the organ and Gregorian chants. However, the
simultaneous need for high speech intelligibility is also important for cathedral style of church. On the
other hand, an evangelical style of church has as large a volume as a cathedral but contemporary
popular music is usually played with an electronic organ [2].

Contemporary church auditoriums require various functions. A church space is no longer only for
worship but also for many other activities such as classes, meetings, and recreation. These different
functions need different acoustical conditions. Each room should provide optimum acoustic parameters
for the functions it will have. [5]
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1.2 Acoustical classification of churches
Churches and synagogues resemble multiuse auditoriums in that both speech and music are expected to
have good acoustics. In theses spaces, though, it is impractical to constantly change movable acoustical
panels and draperies during a service since speech acoustics and music acoustics must coexist at all
times. Speech intelligibility is important in almost every worship space, but the proper environment for
worship music will depend on the type of music performed. An amplified gospel choir requires a
relatively low reverberation time and high definition, while traditional church music, and particularly
choirs of men and boys performing the music of English cathedrals, requires a relatively long
reverberation time, even longer than 3 sec. Size is also an important consideration. Cathedral acoustics
in a small church would sound unnatural, as would dry, lecture hall acoustics in a large cathedral. A
description of four very different architectural styles may point out the degree of variation in the
acoustical designs of worship spaces.

1.2 .1 Cathedrals
Large cathedrals-type spaces usually house large pipe organs and large choirs, and the music
appropriate to such spaces was composed with large, reverberant spaces in mind.
The reverberant acoustics associated with the increasingly monumental church architecture that
evolved from the basilica church could literally turn speech into music, and those highly reverberant
environments were responsible for the adoption of a musical liturgy as a necessary alternative to a
spoken liturgy
Today, of course, speech must also be intelligible, but long reverberation times are required for the
musical potion of the service. The usual modern approach in reconciling these seeming opposites is to
design a spacious room with hard, sound reflecting surfaces that effectively distribute the sound of
music throughout the space, allow the congregation to hear themselves sing, and produce ample
reverberation and design a sophisticated sound amplification system that can place amplified speech
energy into the sound-absorbing congregational seating area without directing large amounts of
amplified energy at the wall and ceilings surfaces.

1.2.2 Small churches
An opposite of the cathedral is the small, low, meeting- house style church, which may have a mediumsized pipe organ or an electronic one – our case-. Music may be important, but the style of architecture
precludes a long reverberation time. Speech can be intelligible without electronic amplification because
or short distances, an the music program should feature music that has emotional impact in a intimate
acoustical environment. The electronic reverberation and surround systems referred to in the preceding
paragraph are also being successfully used to extend the music acoustics ranges of small and mediumsized churches.
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1.2.3 Medium-sized churches
Many churches will fall halfway between cathedrals and small churches. Cathedral acoustics may not be
possible in such spaces, but midsized churches can possess good concert hall acoustics, with the
reverberation times in the 1.8- to 2.0 – sec. range. Surfaces should be hard and sound reflecting. In
certain cases, pew cushions may be applied to control the difference between full and empty acoustical
conditions. A moderate- to large- size pipe organ will usually be present or planned for. A relatively
simple sound system, usually of the central cluster variety, can ensure good intelligibility, even for weakvoiced speakers. Most cathedral-style music can still sound good in such a space, and the acoustics will
be appropriate to the size. Synagogues and mosques have acoustical design characteristics related to
this type of church.

1.2.4 Evangelical churches
The large evangelical church will be quite different from the 3 described above. An electronic organ, a
piano, and an amplified choir are the main music sound sources, and the music is more similar to
contemporary popular music than to traditional liturgical music. Preachers employ a wide dynamic
range of voice levels. The service is often televised, and the entire church can be considered a large TV
sound studio.
The acoustical design of these large evangelical churches is basically similar to that of a large speech
auditorium, with reverberation times in the 1.0 to 1.5 sec range. Rear walls should usually be sound
absorbing, and ceilings arranged so that reflections arrive at the listeners‘ ears within 30 msec of the
direct sound. The sound amplification systems often resemble the portable systems used for
contemporary popular music concerts.[5]
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1.3 Church acoustics
In churches, not only the preaching function through the spoken word is essential, but also liturgical
music and concerts play important roles. Therefore, the acoustical environment is supposed to fulfill the
necessities of both purposes, which is not an obvious task, as it will be seen throughout this thesis.

The priest speech, from an acoustical point of view, is required to be clear, understandable, and “clean”
enough so as to catch the audience attention, and to avoid them to get distracted due to a poor
intelligibility, and so, no to fail in the main part of the worship action. For this purpose, a low
reverberation time is required, in order to minimize echoes that interfere with the own speech. This
goal is usually achieved by adding absorbing materials that prevent from these interferences. On the
whole, non-reverberant churches increase intelligibility and the sense of intimacy desired for preaching.
At the same time, musical activities take place in most of the churches, from congregational
participation, to big concerts with every kind of instruments or just organ music. This kind of purpose
requires a higher reverberation time, to make the music more “live” and to have a better sonority in the
church. Contrary to the case before, adding absorbing materials has a negative impact on music
acoustics, and reflecting surfaces are more favorable. In general, reverberant churches have better
acoustics for music, and also tend to support congregational participation and create a sense of
community.[6]

This way, a conflict between purposes comes up: intelligibility of the spoken word versus music
acoustics, or what is the same, addition or not of absorbing materials. This multipurpose that
characterizes most of the churches makes an acoustic study totally useful so as to finally get a room that
provides the best results for all the activities that take place in it. Sound systems are often the last step
that allows the best hearing experience, and that can compensate the lack or the excess of absorbing
materials. However, this final thesis will not go deep in this topic, as it is first target is to study the room
acoustics, i.e. the properties of natural acoustics that the church has itself.

1.4 Acoustical Design Goals
Once known the main difficulty that hinders the way, a list of the general qualitative acoustical design
goals is developed, so as to have a reference how this thesis will follow. In further chapters, a more
specific technical list will be described.

1.

Speech sound must be loud enough so that it can be heard at any seat in the church. However,
this loudness must be achieved without late reflections that cause poor intelligibility. Listeners
in the audience act here as sound receivers and it is essential for them to clearly receive speech
sound from the preacher.
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2.

As for the music performance, their sounds must travel all around the facility, in order to give a
surrounding effect. “Live” music and a sense of fullness are desired aspects to be achieved. In
this aspect, listeners act not only as sound receivers, but also as a sound source, because of the
congregational singing.

3.

Achieve a good simultaneous interaction among preacher speech, music performer,
congregation and instrumental accompaniment.
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2. GENERAL ACOUSTIC PRINCIPLES

2.1 Acoustical approximations for room acoustics
2.1.1 Geometrical Acoustics
In general, first reflections are considered as those which arrive at the listener up to a third order. These
have a higher energetic level, and are specific for every point in the room, as they directly depend on
the geometrical forms that characterize this room (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Example of the arrival of direct sound and reflections to the receiver

Geometrical acoustics is based on the hypothesis of specular reflections, that is, that sound reflections
should be treated as light rays, meaning that they have to verify the reflection law (Figure 4), and so
they have to be considered totally specular.

Figure 4. Specular reflection of sound on a surface
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Obviously, this hypothesis is just an approximation to reality, for it is only valid under certain
circumstances of the surface of reflection:
-

It must have big dimensions compared to the sound wavelength.

-

Smooth surface and very reflective.

Some other phenomena take place whenever these circumstances are not reached. If dimensions are
smaller or similar to the sound wavelength, the sound wave goes around the surface and keeps on
propagating, as if the obstacle on it would not exist. This effect is called diffraction (Figure 5a). On the
other side, if the surface presents irregularities comparable to the wavelength, a reflection in multiples
directions takes place, producing the diffusion effect (Figure 5 b)[7].

Figure 5. Diffraction and diffusion effects on a plain surface

Last but not least, absorption is another phenomenon that takes place when the walls absorb part of the
energy of the sound waves that impact. This absorption will mainly depend on the absorption
coefficient, α.(See section 2.2.2)

2.1.2 Statistical acoustics
However, geometrical acoustics are not applied for the calculation of the reverberation time, which, as
it will be further studied in section 2.2.1, is due to late reflections. As the temporal density at any point
of a closed facility increases quadratically with time, a great concentration of reflections appear at every
receiving point; besides, their features are almost the same, no matter which point is under study. Thus,
reverberation time is studied under the criteria of statistical acoustics, which takes into account not only
the direct rays emitted by the source, but also all the rays that still are in the room.
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2.2 Acoustic parameters
The ISO3382 is the International Standard on Room Acoustic Measurements, and it provides definitions
for every parameter that will be discussed for the acoustic research. In this section, the most important
will be developed and extended, so as to clarify every aspect and to provide a more comprehensible
work.

2.2.1- Reverberation Time
According to the ISO3382, the reverberation time (RT) is the time, expressed in seconds, that would be
required for the sound pressure level to decrease by 60 dB, below its original level.
As the time for a sound to die away depends directly upon how loud the sound was to begin with and
upon the acuteness of the hearing of the observer, defining the reverberation time as the time for the
sound to decrease to a millionth part serves to set a standard for this kind of measure.
Figure 6 illustrates the main RT concept, as well as any other aspect that comes up when measuring it.

Direct

Reverb.

Response

Build up

Early
Reflections

Reverb.
Decay


10

Initial Time
Delay
Figure 6. Regions of reverberant sound [8]

-

Direct response

This is the reproduction of the impulse that travels directly from the loudspeaker to the test microphone
or listener.
-

Initial time delay

This is the period between receiving the direct signal and the first reflected signal. It is typically a few
thousands of a second long.
-

Early reflections

These are the first reflections from the surfaces of the room. Typically they will each be from a single
bounce.
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-

Reverberation build up

As the sound waves are reflected the number received at the listeners position increase with time so the
energy builds to create a reverberant sound field.
-

Reverberation decay

Although the number of sound waves reaching the listeners position increases they are becoming
weaker with each bounce so the total energy is decaying.[9]

2.2.1.1 Optimal RT values
Once every concept implied in the RT is presented, optimal values for every purpose will be described.
The reverberant sound in an auditorium dies away with time as the sound energy is absorbed by
multiple interactions with the surfaces of the room. In a more reflective room, it will take longer for the
sound to die away and the room is said to be 'live'. In a very absorbent room, the sound will die away
quickly and the room will be described as acoustically 'dead'.
Here below, Table 1 with different intervals of the reverberation time and its effects is presented.

Reverberation Time (secs)

Advantages

Disadvantages

Dramatic for big pipe organ, like
[8.5,+)

Incomprehensible speech
in Notre Dame Cathedral
Severe loss of articulation,

[5.5, 8.5]

“Muddy”
cannot understand speech

[5.5, 2.5]

[2.5, 1.5]

Fuller, richer musical sound.

Some loss of articulation, and

Adequate level for the organ

so, difficulty in speech

sound.

understanding.

For a general purpose auditorium, for both speech and music.
Clearer articulation of speech.
Loss of richness and fullness, not

[1.5, 1.0]

Desirable for lecture halls,
a desirable place for music.
speech only.
“Dead” sound, difficulty hearing

[1.0, 0.3]
in back, loss of bass in back.
No reverberation gives pure
[0.3, 0.0]
inverse square law behavior.
Table 1.Advantages and disadvantages according to different RT intervals

Optimum reverberation time is a compromise between clarity (requiring short RT), and sound intensity
and liveness (requiring long RT). Typical reverberation time for churches go from 1 to 5 secs.
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2.2.1.2 RT formulas
The reverberation time can be differently modeled to permit an approximate calculation. Concretely,
there are the two most important forms, Sabine and Eyring equations. Both of these formulas are
generalized formulas, meaning that they are not perfect in all applications. Before presenting the
formulas, it is important to understand which will be the factors affecting the reverberation. On one
hand, the room size will be determinant, for sound takes longer to travel across a large room, and so,
reverberation time increases. And on the other hand, materials on wall surfaces: some materials (stone,
glass) reflect sound well and others (heavy cloth, acoustic treatments) absorb a lot of sound at every
reflection. The more the sound gets absorbed the faster the reverberation decays. Finally, it is important
to bear in mind that RT depends on frequency.

Sabine formula
Sabine's reverberation equation was developed in the late 1890s. He established a relationship between
the RT60 of a room, its volume, and its total absorption (in sabins). This is given by the equation:
 = 0.161


 


where 0.161 s/m relates to the speed of sound in the room, V is the volume of the room in m³, S total
surface area of room in m², α is the average absorption coefficient of room surfaces, and the product Sα
is the total absorption in sabins.
The total absorption in sabins, and hence reverberation time, generally changes depending on
frequency. The equation does not take into account room shape or losses from the sound travelling
through the air (important in larger spaces). Most rooms absorb less in the lower frequencies, causing a
longer decay time.
On following sections, a variation of Sabine formula will be used, in order to adapt the RT in the
simulation model:
1

1
[
−
] = 0.161 
 
 
Eyring formula
It is already known that Sabine’s formula overestimates the reverberation time for high absorption
coefficients. For these cases, Eyring formula was developed in 1930. It establishes a slightly different
relationship between the same parameters as in the Sabine’s formula:
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 = 0.161


 − ln1 − 


Sabine is considered to be more accurate in larger rooms with homogenous distribution of the
absorbing materials while Eyring yields better results in smaller rooms having a wider variety of surface
materials. [10,11]

2.2.1.3 Reduction of the RT
Too long reverberation times give rise to poor speech intelligibility. In a room, the walls provide
reflections, but they come so soon that the reflections are not perceived as echoes. The reflection of the
first consonant of a word arrives at the listeners’ ear before the speaker has finished speaking the rest of
the word. If the reverberation time of the room is short we perceive these reflections as richening the
sound and improving its quality, if the reverberation time of the room is long then the reflections of the
first word are still bouncing around as the speaker gets to the end of the sentence. At this level the
reverberation becomes an annoyance and makes it more difficult to understand what is being said. [9]

So as to reduce the reverberation time, we can just play with the two independent variables from the
before mentioned formulas: either the volume must be decreased or the sound absorption must be
increased.

Decreasing the volume is apparently a tough solution, as it implies rebuilding our church. But increasing
the sound absorption is definitely a way to shorten the RT, as it can be accomplished by adding more
“soft” materials, such as fabric-faced porous material, wall panels, carpet, or acoustical ceiling tiles. The
proper placement of acoustic absorbing materials to capture the reverberant noise is important. Noise
radiates from its source like a growing bubble until it strikes a reflective surface in the room. Most noise
sources i.e. people, machines, music, etc. are near that flat surface and will radiate upwards and
outwards. Placement of noise absorbing materials on the upper walls is important to reduce the initial
reflected and radiated energy.

Many products are commercially available for this purpose, and with forethought, it is possible to design
a church with an acceptable RT using common building materials.

In conclusion, the addition of absorbing materials to a room or facility with hard surfaces will reduce the
reverberation and noise levels.
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2.2.2 Sound absorption coefficient
All materials have some sound absorbing properties. The sound absorption coefficient α, describes a
material’s sound absorption properties in a particular frequency range. Concretely, it represents ideally
the fraction of the randomly incident sound power which is absorbed. It can have a value between 0,
representing no absorption and total reflection, and 1, representing total absorption of all the incident
sound. It is standard practice to measure the coefficient at the preferred octave frequencies over the
range of at least 125 Hz-4 KHz.

Incident sound striking a room surface yields sound energy comprising reflected, absorbed and
transmitted sound. Most good sound reflectors prevent sound transmission by forming a solid barrier,
as they are hard and massive. On the other side, most good sound absorbers transmit sound, and are
characterised for being porous and lightweight materials (therefore, sound transmitted between rooms
is little affected by adding sound absorption to the wall surface). [12]

There are three basic categories of sound absorbers, which perform illustrates the direct dependency
that the sound absorption coefficient has with the frequency of sound:
1- Porous absorbers: they allow air to flow into a cellular structure where sound energy is
converted to heat. These are most efficient in higher frequencies but also perform well in
middle and low frequencies if sufficiently thick or if backed by airspace. They are the most
commonly used. Some well-known porous absorbers include carpet, draperies, aerated plaster,
fibrous mineral wool and glass fibber.
2- Panel (membrane) absorbers: they are typically non-rigid, non-porous materials which are
placed over an airspace that vibrates in a flexural mode in response to sound pressure exerted
by adjacent air molecules. They are most efficient at lower frequencies. Common examples are
thin wood panelling over framing or lightweight impervious ceilings.
3- Resonators: they typically absorb sound in a narrow frequency range. Resonators include
perforated materials, like holes or slots. Basically, there exist these kind of resonators:
a.

Membrane resonators

b. Simple cavity (Helmholtz)
c.

Multiple cavity (Helmholtz), with holed or slotted panels

d.

Multiple cavity (Helmholtz), with strips

This “Helmholtz” concept may be of future interest, as our church has these kind of slots in the
ceiling, and they should be viewed with suspicion, since the slots may absorb valuable lowfrequency energy. Therefore, next section will go deeper in this kind of resonator.[7]
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2.2.2.1 Helmholtz resonator: simple and multiple

Simple cavity resonator
The most classic example is the Helmholtz simple cavity resonator (Figure 7), which has the shape of a
bottle; the resonant frequency is governed by the size of the opening, the length of the neck and the
volume of air trapped in the chamber. Perforated materials only absorb mid-frequency range, while long
narrow slots can be used to absorb low frequencies.

Figure 7. Scheme of a simple cavity Helmholtz resonator

Taking into account that, at normally low design frequencies:
≪ λ

√ ≪ λ

$

This kind of resonator presents its resonant frequency, f0, at:
% = 5480)


[*+]


where:
2
S = Neck cross section (cm )
L = Neck length (cm)
3
V = Cavity volume (en cm )

The effective neck length L’ is bigger than real length L, for the effective air mass contained is also bigger
than the mass that would correspond according to the volume that it occupies.
,

=

+∆

Depending on the shape of the gap, different correction factors are applied:
-

Circular gap:

where r is the radio of the gap.
-

Square gap:

where a is the length of the side
-

Rectangular gap:

∆ ≈ 1.60
∆ ≈ 0.92
∆ ≈ 0.9√
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In this case, we can notice the recursive dependence of the correction factor with the frequency. With
numerical methods can be solved, and literature shows that the lower the frequency, the lower the
correction factor.
This particular case will be of our interest, because the strips in the church’s ceiling are simple cavity
resonators, one after the other, with a rectangular shape. However, this correction factor will be
avoided, as we are mainly interested in the effect that these resonators have on lower frequencies, and
as it has been already said, its influence in this frequency range is not very significant.
Some other point to be commented about this Helmoltz resonator is the effect of filling the cavity with
some absorber material. As it can be seen in Figure 8, the resonator’s absorption effect has a very
selective behavior, while when filling it with an absorber material this absorption curve is much softer
and plainer.

Figure 8.Example of the effect of adding absorber material in a simple resonator’s cavity.

However, the individual use of a Helmholtz simple resonator is not very common in practice, as the
surface occupied in a room is extremely small. What is more usually found is resonators arrays, arranged
as Figure 9 shows.
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Figure 9. Example of an array of simple Helmholtz resonators

Logically, when dimensions and shapes are the same, the resonance frequency of every one is the same,
because there is no connection between cavities. Nonetheless, the total absorption of the array is
significantly higher, due to the also bigger occupied surface. As an example, we can have a look on the
Philarmonie of Berlin (Figure 10), where this kind of resonators is incorporated in the ceiling.

Figure 10. Ceiling view of the Philarmonie in Berlin. Array of piramidal Helmholtz simple cavity resonators

Multiple cavity resonator
This resonator is formed by a panel of a non-porous and hard material of thickness “D”, where circular
or slotted perforations have been done, at a “d” distance of a hard wall, so as to leave a closed cavity
within the two surfaces. Figure 11 represents a basic scheme of this type of resonator.
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Figure 11. Basic scheme of the multiple cavity resonator

Taking into account that at low frequencies it is verified that:
d << λ
a multiple resonator can be considered as any of these ways:
-

As a membrane resonator, whose panel mass has been substituted by the mass of the air
contained in every perforation or slot. In this case, it is this air (and not the panel), who vibrates
when a sound wave impacts on the element.

-

As a group of simple Helmholtz resonators that share the same cavity. This cavity serves as a
coupler among every hole on the surface.

The theoretical expression for the resonance frequency f0 is analogue to the one of the simple
resonator:

% = 5480)


*+
@

where:
2

S= sum of the transversal sections of the holes (cm )
D= thickness of the panel (cm)
V= cavity volume

This cavity volume can also be expressed as:

V = Spd

where:
2

Sp = panel surface (cm )
d = distance to the hard wall (cm)

Substituting in the first expression, we come to:
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D

*+ = 5480C
% = 5480)
@AB
@A
where:
p=S/Sp, which is the percentage of panel perforation

On the other side, as it happens with the simple resonator, the effective length of the holes is bigger
than the real D (panel thickness), for the effective air mass that they contain is also bigger than the mass
that would correspond due to the volume they take.

So, the final expression for f0 is, hence:

D
% = 5480C
@′A

From this point, we distinguish between the multiple resonators that have circular perforations, and
those who have slots. The correspondent expressions for D’ and p are below described.

a)

Slotted panel

In this case, the perforation percentage p is obtained by:
D=

2F 2G
@F @G

where all of the variables are represented in Figure 12

Figure 12.Indication of every dimension in a unitary part of a slotted panel

And the expression of the effective length D’ is:

@, = @ + 1.62H I
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where aeq is the slots equivalent radius:

b) Holed panel

2F 2G
2H = C
I
7

This case applies when the holes on the surface are circular, and so, in an analogue way, we can obtain
that:
2H = 2

D=

JK

@, = @ + 1.62 I

LM LK

where all the dimensions are indicated in Figure 13.

Figure 13.Indication of every dimension in a unitary part of a holed panel

Due to the coupling between the different holes or slots, this kind of resonator is not as selective as the
simple resonator.

As for its absorption coefficient, it generally increases when the cavity is filled with glass fiber or mineral
fiber. Moreover, adding this material makes an apparent increase of the cavity volume, and thus, a
decrease in the resonance frequency. These effects can be noticed in Figure 14, which shows the
difference between a cavity filled with absorber and the same cavity without, for a 13mm thick panel,
with 18% perforation and separated 100 mm from the hard wall.

Figure 14.Example of the effect of adding absorber material in a multiple resonator’s cavity.
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2.2.3 Speech intelligibility
Speech intelligibility is a measure of sound clarity that indicates the ease of understanding speech. Many
are the factors that can have an influence on this kind of intelligibility, such as the acoustic
characteristics of the surfaces of a room, its overall geometry, the voice of the speaker, the hearing of
the listener or the level of background noise. Actually, from a more technical point of view, once the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the reverberation time are known, a prediction of the speech
intelligibility can be provided (Table 2) [13]

RT

S/N

Speech intelligibility

0.5

+10dB

90%

0.5

0dB

55%

1.5

+10dB

75%

1.5

0dB

30%

Table 2.intelligibility prediction from reverberation time and S/N

Intelligibility of the spoken word is almost always improved with the addition of sound absorbing
materials. Unfortunately the addition of such treatment usually has a negative impact on the music
acoustics and other important acoustical aspects of the worship experience, such as congregational
participation. These conflicts provide what can appear to be an un-resolvable dichotomy of interests.
The spoken word is a critical part of all church services, whether it is liturgy, preaching or prayer it is
crucial that all people present understand the words that are spoken. And specifically, Hohenzollern
Kirche is well-known for its symphony concerts, so we can already predict that there would be a crash of
interests between achieving good speech intelligibility and good clarity for music.

As for the measuring in the church, the speaker (loudspeaker) must be then placed where the priest
usually talks to the audience, namely at the altar or on the main floor in front of the pews, and the
listeners (microphones) in different places all around the audience area, without forgetting the lasts
rows, to where the sound is supposed worse to reach.

The architectural shape and the materials often used in churches constructions lead to quite long
reverberation times, and so, a not very suitable speech intelligibility. Sound reinforcement is hence used
to improve it. Other possible measures that can be taken in order to make the spoken words clearer is
the reduction of the reverberation time in the room, prevention of echoes and attenuation of
background noise.

There are a lot of acoustic parameters meant for the measure of speech intelligibility. The most
commonly used and the ones that will be used for this acoustic study will be described. Main acoustic
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descriptors for speech intelligibility are the percentage of Articulation Loss of Consonants (%AlCons), the
Rapid Speech Transmission (RaSTI) and the Index Speech Transmission Index (STI).

2.2.3.1 Articulation Loss of Consonants (%ALCons)
%ALcons expresses a percentage of consonants loss in a speech. From an intelligibility point of view,
consonants are more important than vowels when it comes to the understanding of a speech. So a low
value of %ALCons is required to achieve greater intelligibility. [14]

%ALCons

Long Formula

[0%, 7%)

Very Good

[7%, 11%)

Good

[11%, 15%)

Fair

[15%, 18%)

Poor

>18%

Unacceptable
Table 3.Rating for every %AlCons interval

Table 3 shows the general acoustic evaluation for every %ALCons range.

%ALCons can be predicted from reverberation time (RT) and the difference of the sound pressure level
in direct field and reverberant field (LPD -LPR), as shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15. %ALCons prediction from RT and LD-LR
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2.2.3.2 Speech Transmission Index (STI)
Developed in the early 1970’s, the Speech Transmission Index (STI) is a machine measure of intelligibility
whose value varies from 0 (completely unintelligible) to 1 (perfect intelligibility).
In STI testing, speech is modeled by a special test signal with speech-like characteristics. Following on
the concept that speech can be described as a fundamental waveform that is modulated by lowfrequency signals, STI employs a complex amplitude modulation scheme to generate its test signal. At
the receiving end of the communication system, the depth of modulation of the received signal is
compared with that of the test signal in each of a number of frequency bands. Reductions in the
modulation depth are associated with loss of intelligibility. [14]
STI has a direct relation with %ALCons parameter, as it follows:
N = 1 − 0.46 logQ RST 

2.2.3.3 Rapid Speech Transmission Index (RaSTI)
RaSTI expresses intelligibility on a scale of 0 to 1, with 1 being perfect. It was developed as a simpler
alternative to the more complex STI.

It uses a speech-like excitation signal and, like STI, correlates reductions in modulation depth to loss of
intelligibility. Due to the way it is implemented, it can make very rapid intelligibility measurements, both
acoustically and with an installed sound system. For this reason, it has been adopted for a number of
European standards and civil system specifications.

In contrast to STI, RaSTI measures only in two octave bands centered at 500 Hz and 2 kHz, respectively,
assuming that the sound system’s response extends in a reasonably flat fashion from 100 Hz or lower to
8 kHz or higher. While this might well be the case in a properly-designed auditorium system, many types
of paging systems fall short of such performance. In these cases, RASTI almost invariably gives an overly
optimistic picture. Moreover, because it affects modulation depth, any compression or limiting in the
system can cause an artificially low RASTI value - despite the fact that it may, in reality, be acting to
enhance intelligibility. RASTI also does not take system distortion or non-linear amplitude and phase
into account. [14]

Given the mathematical relation between STI and %ALCons, and the direct relation between STI and
RaSTI, Table 4 with its correspondent Figure 16 showing these relations is now presented:
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%ALCons

STI/RASTI

Subjective rating

1,4% - 0%

0,88 – 1

Excellent

4,8% - 1,6%

0,66 - 0,86

Good

11,4% - 5,3%

0,50 - 0,64

Acceptable/ Fair

24,2% - 12%

0,36 - 0,49

Poor

46,5% - 27%

0,24 - 0,34

Bad

Table 4.Evaluation of the acoustical system, from %AlCons or STI/RaSTI parameters

Figure 16.Relation between %ALCons and STI/RaSTI
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2.2.4 Clarity parameters
[15] Clarity refers to how clear the sound quality is. The measurement of Clarity is the ratio of the
energy in the early sound compared to that in the reverberant sound, expressed in dB. “Early sound” is
what is heard in the first period of time, which is differently defined, depending on the parameter we
are talking about. The split time is the time that marks the end of the early sound, and what makes a
difference among the three main clarity parameters: C7, C50 and C80.

Clarity is produced when a room has a high ratio of early sound energy to later reverberant energy

2.2.4.1 C7
C7 is equivalent to the Direct to Reverberant sound ratio (D/R) expressed in dB, and its definition of
“early sound” refers a split time of 7 msec. It offers another way to look at the strength of the Direct
Sound field. Values above -15 dB show good localization. The closer the value comes to 0, the better the
localization.

2.2.4.2 C50
C50, as its name indicates, sets the split time to 50 msec. This is a clarity parameter suitable for the
speech purpose. Optimal values for C50 are those above 0 dB in rooms with normal reverberation, and
above -5 dB in more reverberant rooms.

2.2.4.3 C80
Early sound is what arrives from the source to the listener within the first 80 ms after the arrival of the
direct sound. The logarithmic ratio is the following:
RU [AV] = 10 log

W?U 
WXU

where W?U is the energy of the early sound, and WXU is the energy of the late sound.

C80 is a clarity parameter suitable for the music purpose. The split time is set to a higher level than the
clarity parameter for speech, C50, as for music, a more reverberant sound is favorable.
To increase clarity, one should increase the amount of early sound energy relative to late sound energy.
This could be accomplished by adding absorption in areas farther from the sound source [9].
Optimal values of C80 depend on the purpose of the facility. Table 5 shows some examples:
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Purpose

C80

Orchestral Music

[-4 dB, 0 dB]

Rehearsals

[1 dB,5 dB]

Singers

[1 dB,5 dB]

General purpose

[-4 dB, 4 dB]

Table 5.Optimal C80 values for different purposes

2.2.5 Echo and flutter echo
An echo is a reflection of sound, arriving at the listener more than 50 ms after the original sound in case
of speech, or 80 ms in case of music.
The human ear cannot distinguish different sounds arriving in the first 50 ms, and its subjective effect is
in fact, an amplification of the first sound, which ends up as an improvement of intelligibility. On the
contrary, whenever this delay is higher, and a high level reflection arrives at the listener’s ear, he
perceives it as a second sound (echo) that interferes with the first one (direct sound), and thus, its effect
is a nuisance for a good intelligibility (Figure 17, Figure 18) [16]

Figure 17.Physical effect of reflections, and their subjective impression for the listener.[7]

Echoes can appear from a discontinuity in the propagation medium, and when it reaches the listener, it
is enough strong so as to be perceived.
Taking the sound speed (340 m/s) into account, a 50 ms delay is equivalent to a 17 m distance between
the paths of direct sound and reflection.
For our specific case, a church, it can be deduced that high ceilings can be a strong reason for annoying
reflections that prevent from a good understanding. Therefore, the application of absorber materials in
the ceiling can be a good solution in order to decrease these echoes interferences.
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Figure 18.Impulse response with an echo.

There is another type of echo that can interfere with hearing. This is the flutter echo, which are short
echoes in small reverberant spaces that produce a clicking, ringing or hissing sound after the original
sound signal has ceased (Figure 19). Flutter echoes may be present in long narrow spaces with parallel
walls.
In Hohenzollern Kirche, this kind of echoes may appear in the lateral corridors, as the height to the
ceiling is just 3 meters, and 32 meters long, and so, this “wall-to-wall” effect may come up. So as to
avoid it, covering one of the two surfaces (ceiling or floor) with a sound-absorbent material is a solution.

Figure 19.Impulse response with flutter echo

2.2.6 Background Noise
Background noise is any sound element that tends to distract or in some manner interfere with the
ability of the individual to hear or be heard. Waves, traffic noise, alarms or people talking are some
examples of background noise.

Churches are used for both music and speech. For such a mixed use, a silent background is particularly
important. As we have seen before, reverberation is important for music, but at the same time, it can
interfere with speech intelligibility. Moreover, reverberation amplifies background noise, creating a
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double difficulty for speech. Only if background noise is minimized, speech can work well in a
reverberant space.

So as to get an objective reference about the maximum background noise recommended for churches,
and an objective reference of the degree of nuisance that this noise provokes on the listener, Noise
Criteria (NC) curves are used. A facility fulfils a certain NC specification (for example, NC-30) when the
background level noise, measured in every octave between 63 Hz and 8 KHz, is below the correspondent
NC curve (Figure 20) [7]

Figure 20.Noise Criteria (NC) Curves

From the figure above, we can see that in order to check a certain NC specification, a background noise
analysis for every octave is necessary. However, a global sound pressure (LA or Leq) measure is also
suitable for NC specifications, and stands for an indirect and approximate way to get the NC curve, when
no sound meters are available for the frequencies analysis.

According to the background Noise Criteria (NC), the maximum level of background noise in a church is
from 20 to 30 dB.

Depending on its source, noise can be classified as exterior or interior background noise.

Exterior noise takes place due to the immediate surrounds of the facility under study. The external noise
sources of the Hohenzollern Kirche have not a noticeable effect within the church. Surroundings are
mostly calmed, and the brick exterior walls serve as good sound barriers, avoiding the interference
coming from the outside. In case these external sources increased their sound levels, new measures in
windows should be undertaken: they should be sealed, and changed for double-paned glasses, in order
to avoid as much sound transmission as possible.

On the other hand, interior noise is that produced within the space studied. During the church service,
many silence moments take place, for praying and meditating, and a very low interior background noise
is required. Sounds coming from adjacent rooms may be an important source. However, in our church,
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this room is never used when a mass is celebrated. In case other services in this room started to take
place, constructing a double heavy wall with an airspace in-between would reduce considerably the
noise in the church, and would not result as expensive as the construction of a unique thick wall. Every
free gap in doors, windows or walls should be sealed with an acoustical sealant material, to prevent
incoming sounds from adjacent rooms. Moreover, partition walls should extend from the structural floor
to the structural ceiling. Otherwise, sound from one room can easily pass through a lay-in acoustical tile
ceiling, over the partition wall, and down through the lay-in ceiling of the next room.

2.3 Relation between RT and speech intelligibility
In this section, a specific explanation about why reverberant rooms have poor speech intelligibility is
given.

When speaking, vowels’ duration and their correspondent sound pressure level (SPL) are higher than in
the case of consonants. Moreover, vowels contain more low frequencies than consonants, which mainly
present high frequencies content.

A reverberant room makes the energetic decay of a vowel slower, as so many reflections contribute to a
longer sound remaining. Thus, this decay is slower than its natural decay, i.e. the one the vowel would
have in free space.

Last two paragraphs together give the reason of the overlap produced between the vowel and the
consonant pronounced immediately after, as shown in Figure 21 [7]

Figure 21.Time evolution of the sound energy when pronouncing a consonant immediately after a vowel in a
closed room

It is studied, that a low frequency and high level tone masks other tones, which are of higher frequency
and lower level. Hence, the vowel sonority, masks partial or totally the consonant’s, and so the
intelligibility degree drops noticeable, because it strongly depends on the good understanding of
consonants.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL MEASURES
3.1 Case study: Kirche in Hohenzollernplatz
The topic of our case study is Hohenzollern Kirche (simplified name of Kirche in Hohenzollernplatz), an
evangelical church, located in the heart of Berlin. This church offers not only common masses, but also
important frequently concerts. That makes the acoustic requirements of the church to be of a significant
importance, as a good hearing of both speech and music is expected. This duality in purposes, leads to a
hard compromise in some acoustic parameters, such as the reverberation time.

Up to now, speech in this church is not as intelligible as one would desire. Its dimensions are very big, so
loud voice is required, in order to reach the last rows of banks, but at the same time, the high levels of
reverberation time that characterize this church make it difficult to understand the spoken word, as
reflections of the sound interfere in a destructive way with the direct sound itself.

Some improvements will be presented in order to achieve a better acoustic status, and consequently, to
offer a better service to the practicing audience, by being able to listen to a clearer mass and to enjoy
more lively concerts.

3.2 Acoustic objectives
Depending on the purpose for what every room is expected, some acoustic values are set as optimal.
The improvement proposal that will be offered in this thesis is based on optimal values, according to
[17] (Table 6)

Current mean values

Target Values

125-250Hz: 2,43 s

125-250Hz: 2,4 s

500-8000 Hz: 2,45

500-8000 Hz: 1,8 s

%AlCons

15,8

<15%

C50

-6,3 dB

>0dB

C80

-4,06 dB

-4 to +4 dB

RASTI

45%

>50%

Reverberation Time

Table 6.Current and target acoustic parameters values
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3.3 Acoustic measurements
Acoustic measures were performed by means of MLSSA (Maximum-Length Sequences System Analyzer),
an acoustical measurement system provided by the Technische Universität Berlin (TUB).

3.3.1 Description Of MLSSA
MLSSA, pronounced Melissa, (Maximum-Length Sequences System Analyzer) is an audio and acoustics
measurement system based, as its name indicates, on maximum-length sequences.
MLSSA can measure and analyze many types of linear systems but its primary application is in the area
of audio and acoustics measurements.
MLSSA is a single channel analyzer that can do the work of conventional dual-channel analyzers. The
result is an effective doubling of useful bandwidth and a significant reduction in cost.

MLSSA employs a special type test signal called a maximum-length sequence (MLS) as the preferred
alternative to the conventional white noise stimulus. Unlike white noise, a maximum-length sequence is
deterministic and periodic yet still retains most of the desirable characteristics of white noise. The
deterministic nature of the MLS means that it can be pre-computed and need not be measured
simultaneously with the system response. The periodic nature of an MLS means that a single timedomain circular cross-correlation calculation can recover the complete system impulse response without
the need for data tapering windows. The result is zero windowing error as long as the entire period of
the sequence is used to make the measurement, which MLSSA does automatically.

A common misconception is that MLS methods and MLSSA are based on the FFT, and in fact, it takes
exactly the opposite approach of an FFT analyzer. MLSSA uses cross-correlation to recover the system
impulse response directly in the time domain without using any FFTs or inverse FFTs. The fact that
MLSSA often applies an FFT to the measured impulse response to obtain the system transfer function or
frequency response does not make it an FFT analyzer. MLSSA merely uses the FFT as post-processing
operation to go from the time domain into the frequency domain.
An important advantage of MLSSA is its ability to make wideband long-duration impulse response
measurements containing up to 65535 points. The time-bandwidth product of a MLSSA measurement
can exceed 20,000. Conventional dual-channel FFT and chirp-based TDS methods are generally unable to
achieve such a large time-bandwidth product in reasonably short measurement times. Consequently,
there is an inevitable tradeoff between frequency resolution and frequency range when using these
other techniques. This follows because true frequency resolution is given as 1/T Hz where T is the
duration of the measured impulse response in seconds. Dual-channel FFT and TDS analyzers, for
instance, can typically measure and display an impulse response only 1024-points in length. Zoom
processing in dual-channel instruments can provide very fine frequency resolution but this also limits
the frequency range of the measurement to a very narrow band. MLSSA, however, easily makes
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wideband (20 kHz) transfer function measurements with true 1 Hz frequency resolution or, can measure
low bandwidth (1 kHz) transfer functions with 0.065 Hz resolution. Thus, there is no need for zoom
processing with MLSSA.
Because of its large time-bandwidth product, a single MLSSA measurement would require dozens of
separate TDS or FFT measurements. In addition, MLSSA includes all the post-processing algorithms
needed to extract from the measured impulse response all the results obtainable by FFT and TDS
measurements.
Furthermore, MLSSA's integrated programmable anti aliasing filter allows you to trade frequency
resolution for bandwidth and vice versa. This eight-pole filter is under complete software control and
allows the measurement bandwidth to be set anywhere from 1 kHz to 40 kHz. Filter gain is also
programmable from -14 to +54 dB in 1 dB steps. The software uses the variable gain feature to perform
auto ranging during signal acquisition. As a result, MLSSA automatically accommodates both large and
small input signal levels ranging from 10 mV to 20 V RMS with almost no loss in A/D resolution.
Measurement systems without auto ranging must use much higher resolution A/D converters to achieve
the same resolution as MLSSA when the input signal level is well below maximum. This is because,
without auto ranging, low signal levels use very few bits of the available A/D resolution. For example, a
16-bit A/D with an input that is 24 dB below maximum will achieve an effective resolution of 12 bits. For
an input 48 dB below maximum, a 16-bit A/D will achieve an effective resolution of only 8 bits. While
MLSSA uses only a 12-bit A/D, auto ranging insures that a signal fully 60 dB below maximum will still be
digitized with at least 11 bits and usually 12 bits of effective resolution.
Furthermore, MLSSA's 12-bit A/D is a successive approximation type that does not produce any acausal
pre-ringing in the measured impulse response. The most commonly used 16-bit A/D converters, in
contrast, use a sigma-delta conversion algorithm which causes acausal pre-ringing, that is, ringing which
occurs before the first arrival of sound in the measured impulse response of a loudspeaker, for example.
Such pre-ringing is undesirable since it complicates determining the exact acoustical arrival time as well
as proper windowing of the impulse response to eliminate room reflections in anechoic loudspeaker
measurements.
MLSSA 2000 cards output both the traditional white-MLS on J3 as well as a quasi pink-filtered MLS on J1.
Older MLSSA cards output only a white-MLS on J3 and J1 must be left unconnected. If you own an older
MLSSA card please be sure to leave J1 unconnected at all times even if this manual suggests otherwise.
A MLSSA 2000 Mothercard Upgrade Kit is available from DRA Labs or authorized MLSSA distributors.
The quasi pink-filtered MLS has a signal-to-noise ratio advantage in room measurements because room
noise is usually concentrated in the bass region. Since this filter boosts the lower frequencies of the MLS
test signal, the signal-to-noise ratio in the bass region is improved as compared to using a white-MLS.
The MLSSA software contains a precision high-speed digital inverse filter, which corrects both the
magnitude and phase response of the on-board quasi pink filter. [MLSSA Reference Manual Version
10WI Rev 8 DRA Laboratories, copyright 1987-2005 by Douglas D. Rife]
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3.3.2 Settings Of MLSSA
In order to get successful measurements in Hohenzollern Kirche, MLSSA’s applications must be
previously set. Table 7 shows an example of the settings table to be introduced.

Acquisition

Stimulus

mode: Cross-correlation

Burst MLS

length: 16384 samples (217.1 msec)

amplitude: ±0.2461 volts

sample rate: 75.47 kHz (13.25 µsecs)

period: 65535 samples

Concurrent pre-average cycles: 1

868.3 msec

Autorange: Normal

FFT

Antialiasing filter

window: rectangular

type: Chebyshev

size: 1024 points

bandwidth: 25 kHz

best resolution: 73.7 Hz

gain: -13 dB (0.22) ± 22.3 volts range

Normal reference: 1

Trigger

min phs accuracy: High

type: Stimulus trigger

mode: Transfer Function

delay: 0 samples (0 msec)
Units

Cumulative spectral decay

Acquisition: 1 volts/volt

fftsize: 1024

stimulus: 1 volts/volt

cycles: 50 (6.14 msec)

Digital Filter

shift: 3 pts (0.13 msec)

center: 1000 Hz

window: Blackman-Harris

width: 1.000 octave

0.15 msec risetime

Directory: C:\MLSSA

range: 0.075 - 20.000 kHz

Last setup file: C:\MLSSA\NORMAL.SET

Log frequency axis

modified: 6-25-95 6:54 PM

6 dB/div, Auto floor
Table 7. Example of settings of MLSSA
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3.3.3 Measure equipment
For the practical acquirement of the real reverberation time in the Hohenzollern Kirche, the following
equipment was used (Figure 22) :
1.

Loudspeaker Dodekaeder Norsonic

2.

Power amplifier 100 W Norsonic

3.

Personal Computer (PC)

4.

Software MLSSA for measuring system

5.

Measuring amplifier Brüel&Kjaer 2610

6.

Preamplifier Brüel&Kjaer 2639

7.

Capacitor microphone ½” diaphragm diameter Diffusfeld, Brüel&Kjaer 4134

8.

2 tripods

The loudspeaker (1) is placed where the priest is supposed to talk the most of the time. Two main
measures are done, on one hand with the loudspeaker on the main floor, for when the priest talks
closer to the audience (i.e. sermon), and on the other, with the loudspeaker placed right in front of the
altar (most of the mass takes place there).
The Dodekaeder’s input is connected to the Power amplifier (2), used it in order to provide the power
for the impulse source to get to the loudspeaker.
The PC (3) will put every signal together and manage thanks to the software for measuring system
MLSSA (4) (Maximum Length Sequences System Analyzer), already described in section 3.3.1. The PC
generates the impulse signal, and transmits it through its output to the Preamplifier. In its input it
receives the signal coming from the Measuring amplifier (5), which is in charge of amplifying the signal
sent by the Preamplifier (6), which, at the same time, captures the signal received in the Microphone (7)
The Microphone is placed in 10 different positions all over the audience area for every location of the
loudspeaker, namely 20 in total, in order to have a bunch of measures and to be able to take out some
behavior tendency or statistics.

Power amplifier (2)
Loudspeaker (1)

PC (3)
MLSSA (4)
Measuring amplifier (5)

Preamplifier (6)

Figure 22.Measuring system’s block diagram
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Microphone (7)

3.4 Results of experimental measurements
These are the results of the measuring in Hohenzollern Kirche with MLSSA, always making a clear
difference between the two loudspeaker positions; on the altar (S1) and in front of the audience (S2). In
this section, only results are shown and commented, but their correspondent solutions are further
depicted in section 5, were some proposals for better results are given.
Before, though, a graphical explanation of which seats correspond to
which positions is given in Figure 23.

Figure 23. Detail of the audience, with the two main loudspeaker positions
and the 10 seats' positions

3.4.1 Reverberation Time
IN FRONT OF THE AUDIENCE
RT (sec)

125 Hz

250 Hz

500 Hz

1000 Hz

2000 Hz

4000 Hz

8000 Hz

SEAT 1

2.850

2.527

2.728

2.882

2.675

2.381

0.397

SEAT 2

2.099

2.217

2.569

2.498

2.587

2.222

2.527

SEAT 3

2.183

2.532

2.803

2.579

2.645

2.413

2.334

SEAT 4

2.736

2.434

2.786

2.513

2.803

2.519

2.203

SEAT 5

2.574

2.515

2.444

T

2.760

2.387

2.059

SEAT 6

2.433

2.608

2.634

T

2.942

2.419

2.063

SEAT 7

2.242

2.193

2.190

2.692

2.741

2.356

1.845

SEAT 8

2.674

2.431

2.357

2.502

2.519

2.305

2.553

SEAT 9

2.446

2.421

2.552

2.537

2.529

2.434

3.905

SEAT 10

2.417

2.560

2.547

2.452

2.430

2.211

3.032

Table 8.Reverberation time for every seat and frequency when the loudspeaker is in front of the audience
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ON THE ALTAR

RT (sec)

125 Hz

250 Hz

500 Hz

1000 Hz

2000 Hz

4000 Hz

8000 Hz

SEAT 1

1.996

2.441

2.498

2.636

2.518

2.322

1.655

SEAT 2

2.631

2.522

2.306

2.895

2.746

2.465

1.954

SEAT 3

2.449

2.421

2.722

T

2.818

2.465

1.495

SEAT 4

2.538

2.498

2.404

2.615

2.780

2.413

2.176

SEAT 5

2.493

2.469

2.481

2.470

2.621

2.469

2.149

SEAT 6

2.120

2.274

2.630

2.487

2.441

2.365

1.983

SEAT 7

2.449

2.269

2.528

2.435

2.584

2.396

1.705

SEAT 8

2.734

2.321

2.665

T

2.646

2.420

1.519

SEAT 9

1.966

2.468

2.684

2.347

2.573

2.442

2.122

SEAT 10

2.797

2.522

2.316

T

2.686

2.352

3.092

Table 9.Reverberation time for every seat and frequency when the loudspeaker is on the altar

As we can see in the tables, there are some seats that have a “T” in the 1000 Hz frequency. A “T”
indicates that the impulse response of at least one of the TIM (Time domain data file) files was too short
to perform a proper regression analysis over the specified decay range. While measuring, we were
warned of this miscalculation, but even we have tried to fix it, this T remained all the time. However, it is
not a great deal, as many other measures were taken, and as reverberation time is supposed to remain
homogeneously within the whole facility, no matter which the seat position it is, the mean RT value still
can be calculated from every other value shown in last tables. Table 10 shows this result.

RT (sec)

125 Hz

250 Hz

500 Hz

1000 Hz

2000 Hz

4000 Hz

8000 Hz

RT

2.441

2.432

2.542

2.568

2.652

2.388

2.138

Table 10.Reverberation time mean values

For the first time, it has been numerically proved what it has been said throughout the introduction and
initial development of this thesis. Taking into account all the reverberation time theory (see section
2.2.1), experimental measures allow us to state the high levels of reverberation time that prime in this
church: values over 1.8 seconds, makes speech difficult to understand, as reverberant sound interferes
with direct sound. Therefore, a decreasing at the frequencies that contribute the most in speech should
be performed. High RT values, though, are suitable for music performance, so one can take advantage of
the reverberant nature of the church, and keep its values to fulfill the musical requirements.
This compromise comes again up to light, and a proper solution will be in section 5 purposed.
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3.4.2 C50
IN FRONT OF THE AUDIENCE
125 Hz

250 Hz

500 Hz

1000 Hz

2000 Hz

4000 Hz

8000 Hz

Seat 1

-1.59

-4.22

0.02

-3.62

0.82

3.20

8.14

Seat 2

-1.65

-1.70

-4.06

-5.08

-3.70

-3.14

-2.74

Seat 3

-2.11

-1.58

-6.22

-5.89

-6.04

-2.93

1.01

Seat 4

-1.35

-4.61

-6.58

-6.89

-4.52

-3.47

-2.54

Seat 5

-3.29

-1.59

-9.24

-8.02

-7.50

-3.93

-0.32

Seat 6

-4.16

-2.91

-9.34

-9.32

-4.72

-3.32

-1.53

Seat 7

-2.48

-4.12

-10.09

-7.73

-8.97

-4.81

-1.21

Seat 8

-2.69

-2.48

-9.37

-10.77

-6.27

-4.63

-3.28

Seat 9

-2.16

-4.71

-10.53

-10.90

-8.02

-6.19

-5.24

Seat 10

-5.88

-4.67

-12.77

-12.82

-13.12

-11.24

-6.52

C50[dB]

Table 11.C50 for every seat and frequency when the loudspeaker is in front of the audience

ON THE ALTAR

125 Hz

250 Hz

500 Hz

1000 Hz

2000 Hz

4000 Hz

8000 Hz

Seat 1

-0.06

-5.88

-5.55

-6.44

-4.19

-2.33

-0.76

Seat 2

-1.08

-7.34

-7.78

-4.28

-6.41

-5.32

-2.15

Seat 3

-2.52

-5.59

-9.02

-7.41

-5.80

-5.24

-3.49

Seat 4

-1.12

-5.44

-9.45

-8.78

-8.00

-6.69

-4.43

Seat 5

-2.45

-6.63

-11.23

-10.21

-6.16

-5.23

-3.22

Seat 6

-1.21

-5.75

-10.77

-9.72

-7.44

-5.99

-4.94

Seat 7

-3.19

-5.35

-11.84

-10.22

-6.44

-5.71

-3.77

Seat 8

-2.77

-7.56

-10.71

-9.71

-7.86

-6.57

-5.24

Seat 9

-1.15

-7.32

-10.88

-10.72

-10.49

-8.18

-6.10

Seat 10

-5.76

-6.51

-14.23

-11.68

-7.47

-6.04

-5.76

C50[dB]

Table 12.C50 for every seat and frequency when the loudspeaker is on the altar

From Table 11 and 12, negative results for C50 blatantly offer an unacceptable tendency, overall the
middle frequencies that reach bottom values down to -12 dB. These results are giving evidence of how
unclear the speech comes to be in Hohenzollern Kirche.
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3.4.3 C80
IN FRONT OF THE AUDIENCE
125 Hz

250 Hz

500 Hz

1000 Hz

2000 Hz

4000 Hz

8000 Hz

Seat 1

-0.91

-2.53

0.68

-2.60

1.41

4.04

11.93

Seat 2

0.13

-0.34

-2.51

-3.61

-2.80

-1.70

-0.91

Seat 3

-1.65

-0.40

-4.72

-4.25

-4.19

-1.82

2.30

Seat 4

-0.03

-3.03

-4.45

-5.33

-3.30

-1.98

-0.56

Seat 5

-2.36

-0.72

-7.24

-6.74

-5.69

-2.59

1.23

Seat 6

-2.89

-1.40

-7.98

-7.30

-3.56

-1.71

0.42

Seat 7

-0.49

-2.19

-6.89

-6.08

-6.77

-2.95

0.52

Seat 8

-0.60

-1.93

-7.97

-7.58

-4.34

-3.09

-1.50

Seat 9

-1.39

-2.65

-9.04

-8.89

-6.12

-4.26

-3.36

Seat 10

-3.43

-3.75

-8.33

-9.78

-8.84

-7.45

-3.98

C80[dB]

Table 13.C80 for every seat and frequency when the loudspeaker is in front of the audience

As for C80 results, negative values again dominate in Table 13, not so low sunk as for C50, but still more
improvable results. Thus, better musical clarity should also be attained for a better acoustical
evaluation. C80 was not measured on the altar, for the concerts are always played in front of the
audience, and this parameter is mainly for musical purposes.
These numerical results can be easier interpreted by means of the impulse response graphics. Figure 24
is just an example of two extreme positions: at the first and at last row. If one has a quick look at it, it is
crystal clear that at first positions, reflections are much earlier than at last positions, what implies that
the proportion of direct/reverberant sound is much higher, and that is actually what the numbers in last
tables meant.

Figure 24.Impulse response measured with MLSSA when the loudspeaker is in front of the audience. On the left,
for SEAT 1, and on the right, for SEAT 10.
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4. THEORETICAL MODEL
A theoretical model has been designed by means of the software EASE 4.2, in order to carry out a
deeper acoustic analysis on Hohenzollern Kirche. Moreover, the computerization of the model allows us
to give purposes for an improvement of the acoustics, without running the risk of spending a big amount
of money performing modifications directly in the church before knowing if it is the most optimal
solution.

4.1 Description Of The Software EASE 4.2
The Enhanced Acoustical Simulator for Engineers (EASE 4.2) was developed by Dr. Wolfgang Ahnert, Dr.
Rainer Feistel and Dr. Stefan Feistel (Figure 25). Incorporated as a software package to perform the
necessary calculations in order to create an accurate model of a room, the program uses manuallyentered coordinates and planes to create a three-dimensional model of an enclosed room in which all
sound

origin,

propagation

and

transmission are to occur.
Figure 25.Logotype, developers and
basics about EASE 4.2

The software is equipped with a
predefined library of loudspeakers
and common room materials with
their

correspondent

absorption

coefficients. It also supports userdefined values for these data. From
these inputted variables, EASE 4.2
makes calculations internally to
determine

the

room’s

volume,

surface area, and total absorption. From this data, the program then finds RT values for the seven
octave band frequencies by using the Sabine or Eyring's reverberation formula and an average α for the
room is calculated.
The following parameters are supported: EDT(Early Decay Time), T10, T20, T30, G(Loudness), LF, LFC,
C80, C50 and D. They are calculated from monaural impulse responses (IR) simulated using an
omnidirectional receiver and a figure-of-eight receiver according to ISO 3382. The temporal fine
structure of the IR is of no importance. Therefore, a ray-tracing method which collects the energy for
each receiver in an IR with a time interval of 1 msec, is used to calculate these values in 21 1/3-octave
bands from 100 Hz up to 10kHz. Two echo criteria for music and speech are also calculated from these
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data, as well as intelligibility measures like STI or AlCons. Usually all such parameters are evaluated for a
large number of receiver positions in order to allow a color-mapped display of the results.
Some experiments suggest that the EASE model may be a useful tool for predicting approximate RT
plots, but does not create always a truly precise model of sound decay. It is difficult in such cases to
pinpoint exact areas of error due to the numerous variables included. However, factors contributing to
inaccuracy can be located.
For example, it is quite possible that precision can be lost in the definition of materials. Another
justification for inaccuracy in an EASE-generated computer model is the possibility of refraction. The
EASE simulation forces all sound to either be reflected, partially absorbed or completely absorbed, so
that refraction does not occur. In the natural setting, sound waves will occasionally refract when
encountered with a surface, and in effect, travel around the obstacle loosing very little sound energy.
Limitations of computer resources and time also limit the degree of precision to which sound decay can
be simulated.
Anyway, much of the work done by the EASE program does indicate a great potential for electronically
forecasting building acoustics. Given a detailed model and accurate material data, the simulator can
produce RT and sound decay values that are extremely close to those measured.
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4.2 Geometrical description
First step to computerize the model has been to design the church in the EASE “Project Data” platform.
The Hohenzollern Kirche is a rectangular-based church, with a very high roof, which is sectioned by 12
arches (Figure 26). The twelfth arch, if we start counting from the entrance of the church, is lower and
thicker, and serves as a separation between the main room where the audience is and the altar, which
can be found after six steps forward. Further detailed geometrical information will be now depicted by
sections.
Firstly, the altar section is 8.4 x 6.78 x 20.8 m. The ceiling and walls are made of dark blue tile, and three
large colorful windows cover a great part of them. The also blue-tiled arch number twelve, as described
before, is 12.41m high and 1.13m thick.

Figure 26.Longitudinal view of the simulated model

Going down six steps, the main floor comes up, with 32.75x19.1x20.8 m dimensions. This whole area is
subdivided by 11 equilateral-pointed pale blue arches, made of concrete. Their peak is 19.5 m high, their
walls are 0.35 m thick, and their curvature is defined by a 30m radius circumference. They also give
place to two symmetrical corridors at every side of the church. Among the arcs on the walls, sequences
of three colorful long windows in a row let the sunlight enter, giving this such special character to this
church. The ceiling seen between the arcs is 21.69 m high, and has a very particular shape. In Figure 28
the Y section can be seen, this peculiar ceiling, as it were the silhouette of the top of a castle wall. The
first level is found at 13.5m high, the second at 17.5m, and finally the flat ceiling.
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Figure 28.Transversal view of the simulated model

Figure 27.Top view of the simulated model

On the floor, there lie two columns of 10 rows of pews. Each row consists of two 2.3 m long wooden
pews, with carpeted seats. Moreover, there are two rows more in front and in the back of wooden
chairs, but they have been modeled as the rest of the pews, as they take the same space.
Finally, at the back of the main floor, there is the church entrance, and above it, a plaster white platform
where a huge organ lies. Actually, it is built-in the back wall, and so it has not be pictured in the design;
just a wood material has been assigned to this wall.
Following figures can help to understand and illustrate the 3-dimensional shape of the Hohenzollern
Kirche.
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Figure 29.Angled-view of the simulated model, from back to the front

Figure 30.Angled-view of the simulated model, from front to the back
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These other pictures can help to get a better view of what the church looks like in the model.

Figure 31.Full view, of windows and ceiling, of the
simulated model

Figure 32.Full view, from the back to the front, of the
simulated model.

Figure 33.Full view from the altar of the simulated
model

Figure 34.Full view, from the interior of the left-hand
corridor, of the simulated model
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4.3 Acoustic Simulations
Once the model is correctly designed, it is time to start with the simulations, so as to check the
acoustical behavior of Hohenzollern Kirche.

4.3.1 Reverberation time
Figure 35 shows the results of the simulated RT measures from EASE compared with the real measured
RT in Hohenzollern Kirche.

Reverberation Time (sec)

Simulated vs real RT
3,000
2,500
2,000
1,500
Measured

1,000

Simulated without people

0,500
0,000
125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000
Frequency (Hz)

Figure 35.Comparative
.Comparative between simulated and real reverberation time values

When calculating the RT, EASE gives the possibility of doing it with Eyring’s or with Sabine’s formula.
f
Results shown in Figure 35 are according to Sabine’s, as it is known that it provides better
approximations when the room is large and with a not very wide fan of materials.
From Figure 35,, we can state that quite an accurate approximation of reality has been achieved in the
simulated
ated model, and that at a first glimpse, this EASE model will be faithful in its behavior to the real
Hohenzollern Kirche.
However, this approximation was not reached from the very beginning. Modifications of materials
distribution on the first model were applied in order to meet the real values of RT. The reasons why the
first was not this accurate from the first moment are mainly:
-

There was no map nor written record on the materials distribution of the church, so the
materials used in the model have been guessed from touching them, or just seeing them (in the
case of the ceiling), leaving behind any detail on absorption coefficients or scattering.
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-

EASE uses Sabine’s formula in order to calculate the RT, which is a method that approximates
the real RT based on acoustics statistics. A bias due to this approximation can also happen.

-

The specific silhouette of the ceiling may have an absorption effect that makes the RT decrease
at lower frequencies. This constant value of around 2,5 secs in the band from 125Hz to 1 kHz
may be explained by the Helmholtz effect (see section 2.2.2.1)that takes place within the
ceiling strips. Taking into account what has been explained in the theory, here there is a
development of some formulas that may show us another reason:

From Figure 36 we can take the needed values for the formulas described in theory. Our case would
correspond to the simple Helmholz resonator.
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Figure 36. Scheme of one of the strips of the ceiling, with the dimensions (in cm) according to the theory on the simple cavity
resonator.

Where:
S=0.75 cm x 20 cm = 15 cm

2

L= 0.5 cm
3

3

V1=11.6 x 20 x 365 cm = 84680 cm
3

V2=51.6 x 20 x 365 cm =376680 cm
3

3

V3=105.6 x 20 x 365 cm =770880 cm

3

From these values, and with the theory described in section 2.2.2.1, resonance frequencies are
obtained:
f01=103.14 Hz

f02=48.9 Hz
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f03=34.18 Hz

Thus, for lower frequencies the ceiling is having an absorption effect, which effect is a reduction in the
reverberation time at this frequency range. Meanwhile, these holes cannot be introduced in the
simulated model, and thus, this can be another reason while the first model does not perfectly match
with the real one.

Critical Distance
EASE offers also another parameter analysis possibility, critical distance, which displays the ratio of
Direct to Reverberant sound in terms of distance.
Critical Distance is the distance in space at which the Direct and Reverberant sound levels are equal. This
is displayed as a 1. Figures of more than 1 indicate the reverberant sound level at this distance is higher
than the direct sound coming from the speaker. Figures lower than 1 indicate that at this distance from
the Loudspeakers the Direct Sound level is higher than the level of the reverberant field.

Figure 37.On the left, Critical distance measured when the speaker in on the altar. On the right, when it is in front
of the audience

For our case, it will be very illustrative to see how reverberant our room is, even in the very first
positions.

Critical distance

A (On the altar)

B (In front of the audience)

Minimum

2,25

0,9

Average

4,6

3,275

Maximum

6,98

5,65
Table 14. Critical distance

From Figure 37 we can easily state that reverberant sound is from the very first rows is higher than the
direct sound. Just when the speaker is in front of the audience values lower than 1 are achieved, but just
in the first row. Once again, we have corroborated that Hohenzollern Kirche is a very reverberant room.
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From the measures of the natural RT in Hohenzollern Kirche, and taking into account all the
reverberation time theory (see section 2.2.1), we can state what the real problem in the church was: too
high RT values, over 1.8 seconds, makes speech difficult to understand, as reverberant sound interferes
with normal speech, and some loss of articulation is also suffered. Critical distance is set in the first row
of banks of the church, so reverberating sound always arrives to almost all of the audience.
Higher RT values are suitable for music performance, but a compromise must be found in order to meet
all the service requirements, i.e. speech intelligibility
intelligibility and good music acoustics. In the further section for
solutions (see section 5.1),
), some proposals for a better adaptation of RT are described.
These results are taken with the consideration of an empty church, the same way how the measures
were taken with MLSSA. However, it must be checked if the occupancy of the banks will drastically
affect the results, as the real situation is that people seat on the pews.
pews Figure 38 shows the results when
simulating the church as if it were totally full. [18]

Effect of presence of people on RT measures
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Figure 38.Comparative
.Comparative graph, showing the effect of people in the measure of the reverberation time

The simulation of people consists of changing the seating part of the banks with an absorber material,
2

defined as “0.5 m /person seated on a wooden chair”,
chair” which represents the typical absorption that
people cloths may introduce. Seats are provided with a 4 cm cushion, whose material is highly
absorbent,, so no big difference is undergone due to this new material coating. Were these seats made
of pure wood, the influence of the material change would be much more noticeable.
So, we can now keep on the rest of simulations,
simulations knowing with certainty that all the results will be
accurate, no matter how many people is inside the church.
chur
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4.3.2 Speech intelligibility
For the rest of the parameters, we will distinguish between two positions, as well as it was done when
taking the experimental measures. Firstly, main part of the God service is done from the altar. Secondly,
the free area in front of the audience is where a sermon can be said and where the musicians play, in
the case of Hohenzollern Kirche. In order not to be repetitive, let’s call position A to the position “On
the altar”, and position B to the position “In front of the audience”

4.3.2.1 Percentage of Articulation Loss of Consonants (%ALCons)
From Figure 39, it can be rapidly seen that the loss of consonants is noticeably higher when the speaker
is on the altar (A), than when it is in front of the audience (B), which could be predictable, as the priest is
on a further position, and so, less direct sound arrives to the listeners. In this position, though, better
values result for the last rows, because the location on the altar is slightly higher, hence the voice can
reach further positions directly.

Figure 39.On the left, %ALCons measured when the speaker in on the altar. On the right, when it is in front of the
audience

%ALCons

A (On the altar)

B (In front of the audience)

Minimum

14,38

8,89

Average

17

14,77

Maximum

19,63

20,65
Table 15. %AlCons

The evaluation according to this parameter is poor at the first rows when the speaker is at position A,
and stays mainly the same among all the banks. In position B, though, a good rating is obtained in first
rows, but a high increase of consonant loss comes when going to the back of the church. In this position,
a good understandability is guaranteed until the sixth bank, approx; further banks have a poor and even
unacceptable %ALCons values.
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4.3.2.2 RaSTI
As it was explained in the theory (see section 2.2.3.3), RaSTI is directly related to %AlCons, so the Figure
40 and the values above will match with the before obtained and described.

Figure 40.On the left, RaSTI measured when the speaker in on the altar. On the right, when it is in front of the
audience

RaSTI

A (On the altar)

B (In front of the audience)

Minimum

0,4

0,39

Average

0,43

0,47

Maximum

0,46

0,55

Table 16.RaSTI

At the first rows in position B is where there is an acceptable intelligibility. But again, this drops as we
measure further to the back, reaching quite poor levels of intelligibility at the last rows of pews. In
position A, we find as before, that poorer RaSTI values are obtained as a whole, but they stay more
constant within the audience, and the last banks end with better understandability than when the
speaker is in front of the audience.
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4.3.2.3 C50
Like %AlCons, the C50 parameter is different for every listener’s position. In the calculation of the C50
parameter, as well as it will happen with C80, the standard results obtained with EASE, do not meet the
ones from the in situ measures. While the experimental measures normally present a “U-form”
tendency, standard results of EASE were much more constant in the whole frequency range, and no
such differences from maximum to minimum value appeared in the results.
Standard mapping can calculate only three to five reflections in medium-sized rooms. Our church can be
considered a big room, which makes more probable, that sound rays arrive at any listener’s seat after
more than five reflections. That involves normally not a big problem, as these late reflections use to be
quite weak, and do not affect radically on the C50 measures, but it does in this case. It may be due to
the internal shape of the church, that these reflections arrive with quite strong power, and most of all in
the central frequencies of the band, and ignoring them makes us having a wrong view of the real
acoustical behavior. Moreover, Standard Mapping adds a statistical tail to the echogram, in order to
save time and power in simulations, which also makes of the results an approximation.
Therefore, Ray Tracing module instead of Standard Mapping is used to get this parameter in the
simulated model. One of the available settings in this module is the rays’ order. So as not to leave any
th

ray behind, a 13 order is introduced; this leads to a very large simulation time, but guaranteeing good
accuracy for calculations.
C50 is only calculated with the loudspeaker at one position, on the altar, as it is from where the priest
mainly celebrates mass. A graph with the C50 values for every seat is now presented in Figure 41,
according to the legend below:

As we can see, measured values still do not match perfectly up with simulated values. However, this is
the best approximation that can be achieved with EASE, as many other models were designed, with
different materials distributions, and no better results were obtained. Reverberation time was the first
parameter to be matched, and as said before, it is the same and unique for the whole room. Clarity
parameters, though, are dependent of position, so although the overall materials distribution and
absorption properties is almost the same as in reality, other factors as the Helmhotz effect or the
calculations with the diffuse field theory, have an influence on them and not exact values can be
obtained. Moreover, resolution in EASE is not as sharp so as to take every architecture detail into
account. In real life, the ceiling has relatively thin strips that may provoke scattering and hence, results
of simulation do not apply exactly to reality. This has been proved, as apart from our model designed in
full detail (with every ceiling stripe, every bank, every window) a more simple model was done,
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substituting all the stripes with flat surfaces, all the banks with large audience surfaces and no detailed
windows. The results in this case were almost the same than with the complex model. Of course it is
known, that little surfaces could only affect to rays on higher frequencies, because their wavelength is
comparable to its size, and that is something that must be born in mind. Lastly, it must be said, that
EASE presents certain dependency between parameters; i.e. when some reverberation time is obtained,
changes in materials distribution while keeping the overall absorption, do not imply the proportional
changes in other parameters (in this case, clarity parameters). That means that the way EASE calculates
the clarity parameters somehow starts from the overall properties of the materials in the room, instead
of being totally independent; in real life, results are much more different in clarity parameters if keeping
the same RT we interchange, for example, the absorption coefficients and the position of two materials
in the room.
In conclusion, the poor resolution may lead to wrong values at high frequencies and to ignore the
scattering that they can cause, and the calculation method that EASE has to get the clarity parameters
implies some approximations that avoid us from getting the results as in real life appear. However, the
main tendency, and so, the general acoustical behavior, is matched; thus, we will be able to take
veridical conclusions from the obtained results.
Before analyzing the results, it will be helpful to remind that optimal values of C50 are above -4 dB in
reverberant rooms, and above 0 dB in normal rooms. And another concept that would be useful to
explain is the contribution of frequencies in the range from 125 Hz to 8 KHz when speaking (See Table
17).
Contribution to voice
Frequency range

Description
intelligibility
Provide mainly recognition

Below 500 Hz

7%
(body)
Lowest frequency in which voice

500 Hz

16%
intelligibility is considered
Middle frequency in which voice

1000 Hz

25%
intelligibility is considered
Highest frequency in which

2000 Hz

34%
voice intelligibility is considered
Add mainly sizzle to the spoken

Above 2000 Hz

18 %
word

Table 17.Contribution of every frequency of the third octave in the spoken word [19]
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Figure 41.C50 values for every seat
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As for the results obtained, first to be said, is that, as it was predictable, the more at the back the seats,
the more late reflections because direct sound is unlikelier, and so, the worse C50.
Furthermore, as it was said before, there is a general “U” tendency in C50: high values (above -4 dB)
from 125 to 200 Hz, a minimum in 500 Hz, and a slower increase that in just a few cases, at first rows,
reaches values above -4dB. That means that for middle frequencies, very low values are obtained, thus
speech in these frequencies will be very hard to understand.
After having analyzed the contribution of every frequency in speech intelligibility, we can conclude that
Hohenzollern Kirche has a very poor level in speech intelligibility, for the most important frequency
range in speaking. Even at the first rows, values are too low in comparison to the closeness to the
speaker.
This is because sound rays arriving at the listener 50 msec after the first direct sound ray represent
much more energy as rays before this limit time. This church is very large, and has lots of walls, arcs, two
corridors, the altar… where rays are reflected, and finally reach the listener, much later as the direct
sound.
A solution to these bad results will be discussed in section of solutions (See section 5)
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4.3.2.4 C80
To analyze this parameter the same explanation as for the C50 parameter must be done.
This is the legend for graphs on Figure 42, showing the results of C80.

As a reminder, C80 is the clarity parameter specific for music, which optimal values are from -4 dB to 0
dB in case of orchestral music, and above 0 to 4 dB for singers. For a general purpose, a range -4 to 4 dB
is accepted. In this case, the analysis is also made for one speaker position, which is in front of the
audience, because it is where all the instruments are located while concerts in Hohenzollern Kirche take
place.
Better results than C50 results are obtained. That is also easily explainable by means of two main
reasons. The first one, because the loudspeaker is closer to the audience, and that makes it more
probable that the energy of direct rays exceed the energy of reflections. And secondly, the time limit is
also higher, 80 ms, so the condition is not as strict as for the C50, and there is more time for the rays to
be considered as “early reflections”.
The general tendency is another time this “bowl form”, with minimums at 1 kHz, or from 500 to 1000
Hz. However, lower values than -4 dB do not appear until the sixth bank, which is the very middle of the
audience area. It is from this point when poorer levels are presented, so it can be deduced, that music
can be clear and live in the first half of the audience, and then more interfered sounds are received, as
long as we go to the back. It must also be noticed, that it seems to be that on the left part of the church
slightly better results come up, as the frequency ranges below -4 dB are narrower.
These values will be again analyzed when a purpose for an improvement in reverberation time is given
(See section 5)
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Figure 42.C80 values for every seat
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4.3.2.5 Direct Sound Pressure Level

Direct Sound Pressure Level (SPL) is the sound fraction that reaches the audience without previous
reflection by the walls or other surfaces. It can be easily observed that the level of direct sound pressure
is inversely proportional to the distance. This is how the performance of an Auditorium’s loudspeakers is
tested.

Figure 43.On the left, Direct SPL measured when the speaker in on the altar. On the right, when it is in front of the
audience

Direct SPL

A (On the altar)

B (In front of the audience)

Minimum

81,67 dB

44,51 dB

Average

86,59 dB

52,5 dB

Maximum

91,51 dB

60,5 dB

Table 18.Direct SPL

In Figure 43 comes to first sight that totally different values of Direct SPL for the two positions are
obtained. In the case of the speaker on the altar, much better results appear, approximately 30 dB
above. As the altar is almost one meter above the main ground, more direct sound rays reach the
audience. So very good levels are reached when the speaker is on the altar, and quite poorer values
appear when the speaker is in front of the audience.
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4.3.2.6 Total Sound Pressure Level
Total SPL consists of the direct SPL plus the reverberated SPL, considering the sound reflected by the
different walls existing.

Figure 44.On the left, Total SPL measured when the speaker in on the altar. On the right, when it is in front of the
audience

Total SPL

A (On the altar)

B (In front of the audience)

Minimum

98,63 dB

59,68 dB

Average

98,98 dB

61,37 dB

Maximum

99,33 dB

63,06 dB

Table 19.Total SPL

Figure 44 shows us another time how different the Sound Pressure Level is depending on the speakers
position. Before was analyzed the Direct SPL, and now, adding the reverberant tail, we can confirm that
from the altar much more Sound Pressure Levels arrive to the whole audience.
Despite this effect of the loudspeaker position, results show a relatively uniform distribution of total SPL
over the auditorium.
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5. SOLUTIONS
Now that every simulation has given a piece of information about the church’s acoustical nature, we
proceed to give a purpose in order to fix its acoustical weak points

5.1 Proposal for better acoustical results
As it has been several times reminded, the most suitable reverberation time is directly related to the
purpose that takes place in the room. Figure 45 shows the relation between the RT, the room volume
and the general activities of interest that can take place in a church.

1: Organ
2: Symphonic Music
3: General Purpose
4: Speech
5: Music reproduction

Figure 45.Optimum RT, as a function of the room volume and the purpose [17]

In Hohenzollern Kirche a lot of concerts take place and the priest must celebrate mass, so the optimal
RT should be somewhat between the purposes “symphonic music” and “general purpose”. Taking into
3

account that the church overall volume is 10.052.34 m , the specified reverberation time will be fixed on
about 1.8 s above 500 Hz.
Thus, next step will be to figure out how to decrease this reverberation time and to give a possible
solution to get to this point.
The objective related to the RT will be to keep the actual levels for the frequencies from 125 Hz to 500
Hz, for as it has been described before (see Table 17) these frequencies have a low contribution in
speech intelligibility, and to decrease down to 1.8s the RT from 500 Hz, so as to achieve a better
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understandability and clarity in speech. This way, we can be a little more closer to optimize the
compromise that comes with the dual purpose of Hohenzollern Kirche.
Solutions to reduce RT values imply mostly the inclusion of absorber materials on walls or ceiling, as it is
the way to rapid prevent from unwished reflections. Other solutions are met when installing absorber
panel or adding other kind of furniture, such as quilted banks, or curtains. However, this last solution is
not that feasible, as aesthetics is very important for the church, and one cannot install any kind of
furniture that breaks with the overall religious atmosphere. Thus, the option to be considered will be
the first one before commented.
The materials and the way they have been added in the church will now be described.
The proposal to improve the acoustics of Hohenzollern Kirche is based on the addition of two different
acoustic plasters with different acoustical features: Scherff acoustic plaster of 20 mm thick, and
Sonacoustic plaster of 25 mm thick. This kind of material can be right applied on the walls, and presents
no problem for curved shapes, or little obstacles to avoid. Moreover, there are a wide range of colors, so
that the modification of the church’s aesthetics would be unnoticeable. Their acoustic features are
shown in their data sheets (Figure 46).

Figure 46.On the left, data sheet of Scherff acoustic plaster. On the right, of Sonacoustic.[20,21]

The reason why two different materials have been purposed for the solution is their absorption
coefficients. Not only reverberation time has been analyzed for the proposal, but also clarity parameters
C50 and C80. Reaching a compromise between the three parameters required the combination of both
materials.
The distribution of the materials within the church has been thought so as to be as easy as possible to
be carried out, i.e. avoiding difficult places to reach like the stripped ceiling. Sonacoustic plaster was
applied on the two lateral corridor walls, and Scherff 20 on panels under the lateral windows, on the
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back wall, on the door’s laterals and at the end of corridors. Figure 47 better illustrates the final
distribution.

Figure 47.Sonacoustic is represented in yellow, and Scherff 20 is in orange.

To end with, Figure 48 shows how this plaster looks like, and some examples of the final result of its
application in public buildings. From there we can state its ability of application in every kind of surface
and that aesthetics are not noticeably modified by it.

Figure 48. On the left, acoustic plaster Scherff 20 mm; on the right, the final result of its application in a public facility.
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5.1.1 Reverberation time
With the new materials distribution, let’s check how it has influenced on the church’s reverberation
time.

Optimisation RT
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2,000
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1,000
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0,500

Simulated and optimized

0,000
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Figure 49.Comparative
.Comparative graph, with the measured values, and the values obtained from the first model in EASE
(Simulated) and those obtained from the optimized model (Simulated and optimized).

From Figure 49,, it stands out the reduction of reverberation time values at higher frequencies down to
about 1.8 sec., while keeping the original values at the lower.
Thus,, with the coating with Sonacoustic and Scherff 20,
20, the suitable and wished reverberation
reverber
time is
achieved, optimizing the compromise of being reverberant enough for enjoyable and satisfactory music
performances, and at the same time, absorptive enough so as to offer good speech intelligibility and
clarity.
As a conclusion, applying this solution may bring acoustical comfort to Hohenzollern Kirche and no
dramatic changes in aesthetics must be undergone.
undergone
First, though, the other acoustical parameters will be rechecked, so as to make it sure that this proposal
is truly valid.

Critical distance
Starting with this complement parameter of the reverberation time,
time, it is noticeable how the critical
distance decreases (Table 20); in most of the positions is still above 1, which implies that the room
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remains reverberant, but not in such a high level as before, as the ratio between reverberant and direct
sound is getting lower.
Critical distance

A (On the altar)

B (In front of the audience)

Minimum

2,25-> 1,85

0,9->0,74

Average

4,6 -> 3,8

3,27->2,69

Maximum

6,98->5,75

5,65->4,65

Table 20.Improvement of critical distance with the new proposal

5.1.2 ALCons
As for the AlCons parameter, the improvement undergone is worth commenting (Table 21). When the
loudspeaker is placed in position A (on the altar), old values were almost reaching the “Poor” level, in
the evaluation scale on first rows, whereas newer values achieve not only a “Fair”, but a “Good” level;
for the last rows, the improvement is even better, as “Unacceptable” results were lastly obtained,
turning into fair with the new proposal. Meanwhile, when the loudspeaker is located in position B (in
front of the audience), the first rows enjoy a very low consonants loss, which gives rise to very good
understanding levels, and last rows are also gaining better results, replacing the last unacceptable
results for poor, almost fair, ones.
%ALCons

A (On the altar)

B (In front of the audience)

Minimum

14,38 -> 10,14

8,89 ->7,02

Average

17 ->12

14,77 ->11,5

Maximum

19,63 ->13,89

20,65 ->16,1

Table 21.Improvement of %AlCons with the new proposal

5.1.3 Total SPL
Direct SPL has not been before commented, because the modification that has been performed in the
church is the use of different absorbing materials on the walls, and so, the ratio of direct sound that
arrives without reflecting any wall remains the same. Were any acoustic panels or obstacles introduced,
then the Direct SPL would have changed.
From this point, knowing that Direct SPL remains the same, the decrease of the Total SPL (Table 22) tells
us once again that the reverberating tail is lowering, giving rise to more intelligible speeches.
Total SPL

A (On the altar)

B (In front of the audience)

Minimum

98,63 dB->96,98

59,68 dB->58,05

Average

98,98 dB->97,4

61,37 dB->60,22

Maximum

99,33 dB->97,97

63,06 dB->62,39

Table 22.Improvement of Total SPL with the new proposal
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5.1.4 RaSTI
When it comes to the RaSTI parameter, directly related to the ALCons, not so brilliant results are
obtained, as the subjective rating for most of the positions is “Fair”, but it must be taken into account
that unacceptable values were dominating in the last version.

RaSTI

A (On the altar)

B (In front of the audience)

Minimum

0,4->0,46

0,39->0,44

Average

0,43->0,49

0,47->0,51

Maximum

0,46->0,52

0,55->0,59

Table 23.Improvement of RaSTI with the new proposal

5.1.5 C50
As well as with the C80 parameter, the C50 behavior undergoes a very good improvement when it
comes to higher frequencies than 300 Hz. From this certain frequency, the desired C50 level is always
achieved, i.e. above -4 dB. That means that for all frequencies above 300Hz good speech clarity would
characterize the church, leaving behind those low C50 values that used to reach even -14 dB in worst
cases. Analogue to what happens with C80, the values obtained for lower frequencies are worse than
before, but taking into account the contribution to voice intelligibility mentioned in the theory section
(see Table 17), where it states that frequencies lower than 500 Hz only contributes in a 7 %, giving body
recognition, we can conclude that the overall evaluation of the results are positive, and worth taken.
This is the legend of the graphs in Figure 50
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Figure 50.C50 values achieved with the new proposal
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5.1.6 C80
Clarity parameter C80 is noticeable improved with the new proposal. From 250 Hz, not only at all seat
are C80 values higher than the old ones, but also are above zero, normally in the range between 1 and 4
dB. At lower frequencies, though, worse values than before are obtained; that is the price we have to
pay in order to get such good results for higher frequencies, and without performing any drastic change
in the church architecture. However, this interval is narrow enough to allow us to consider that the
modifications are worthy. Moreover, frequencies affected belong to the lowest extreme of the
frequency band, which means that one will not notice its bothering with so much intensity as if it was
middle frequencies.
To sum up, as for C80 parameter, a very good acoustical behavior is achieved in the broad band of 250
to 8.000 Hz, giving clearness and clarity to the symphonic music that is played in Hohenzollern Kirche
and making it become a very advisable place for musical performances. Narrow band under 250 Hz has,
though, quite low C80 values, but which effect cannot be considered harmful for the overall evaluation.
This is the legend of the graphs in Figure 51.
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Figure 51. C80 values achieved with the new proposal
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6. Conclusions

An acoustical study on the church in Hohenzollernplatz in Berlin has been developed all along this work.
Experimental measures by means of the acoustical software MLSSA have allowed us to turn into
numbers what before was just a feeling: too high reverberation values were providing an uncomfortable
acoustic for the church. This is mainly due to the late reflections that interfere with the direct sound,
making a non-desired effect of loss of intelligibility.
The high ceilings of the church, the hard materials used for its construction, the big volume of the room
and the particular shape of the large arches are some of the reason why reverberation time takes so
elevated values.
Clarity parameters, not only for speech, but also for music, demonstrate that the acoustical nature of
the church is not as desirable as it would be, if speech or music without sound systems are to have place
there. Moreover, the level of loss of consonants when speaking threatens as well the speech
intelligibility, directly affected because of the importance of these letters for a good understanding.
A simulated model, supported by the EASE software, has been designed with the same geometry and
acoustical features as in the reality, so as to get conclusions the most faithful possible to real life. Even
though every software may present limitations when trying to represent a real model, the ones against
EASE bumped into were successfully overcome, hence a trustful theoretical model is achieved.
By means of this model, more specific information on the church’s acoustic behavior has been attained.
Critical distance, RaSTI, %ALCons, Direct SPL and Total SPL are oriented to give evidence on the poor
speech intelligibility that primes in Hohenzollern Kirche.
A solution is proposed, with a view of reaching better acoustic results, and so, the church would give a
much better service to the parishioners and the acoustical atmosphere would be more optimal. It
consists on the coating of certain walls with two different acoustic plasters: Scherff 20mm and
Sonacoustic 25mm. The places have been thought so that the application of the new materials can be
easily performed and that the application itself does not affect the overall aesthetics nor the religious
atmosphere. The modification is, in conclusion, the minimum noticeable possible.
Lastly, simulations on the new optimized model give much better results, namely the desired
reverberation time, much more clarity for musical performances and a great improvement in speech
intelligibility. An application of the solution proposed is, to conclude, highly recommended.
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